MQX Quilt Festival – New England 2019
Winner’s List as announced at the Awards Ceremony, April 10, 2019

**Kids Can Quilt! - Sponsored by Dave LaValley, Janome/Elna & Superior Threads**

All first-time entrants* will receive an Elna Sewing Machine – 9 entrants

1st place $50 cash prize from Dave LaValley

Fabric, thread, & book prize if entrant already received a sewing machine – 4 entrants with prizes sponsored by Scott Fortunoff @ Jaftex, Superior Threads, & Gyleen Fitzgerald

*Entrants that have never won a sewing machine from MQX or Vermont Quilt Festival

Isabella Duncan  Madison Hartley  Eve Lanzafame  Magdelina Short  Isabelle Tucker
Brittany Gable  Quinlan Jones  Alexis Lieberman  Madeline St.Pierre
Sophie Gunn  Miru Kunst  Abby Nelson  Marjena Tautkus

3rd Place  #608 - Jungle Babies by Alexis Lieberman
2nd Place  #607 - Clothes on the Road by Eve Lanzafame
1st Place  #603 - The Blue Brick Road by Sophie Gunn

**Emerging Entrants  Sponsored by Full Line Stencils, Adele Scott, & Country Keepsakes**

3rd Place  #501 - Honoring Mom’s Musical Talent by Diana Cain
2nd Place  #514 - Twinkle Stars by Elizabeth Witchel
1st Place  #502 - Red & White Sampler by Susan Campos

**Edge-to-Edge, Hand Guided  Sponsored by Superior Threads**

3rd Place  #406 – Ferris Wheel by Susan Smith
2nd Place  #402 - Tranquility Interrupted by Linda Gilmartin-Hancock
1st Place  #407 - In the Pink by Linda Thielfoldt

**Snow & Ice Dyed Mandala Challenge  Sponsored by Cindy Lohbeck / Hands-On Hand-Dyes**

3rd Place  #1404 – A Quilt to Dye for by Tracy Renshaw
2nd Place  #1407 – Moroccan Marketplace by Kate Stewart
1st Place  #1408 – Bird of Paradise by Qurrat Thakur

**Computerized Quilting  Sponsored by IntelliQuilter**

HM  #113 – Ohio Snowball by Christine Perrigo
3rd Place  #115 – Sorbet Solstice by JoAnn Rice quilted by Jeannie Rogers
2nd Place  #122 – New Age by Lorry Young
1st Place  #105 – Formal Attire by Susan Deshensky quilted by Carrie Barone
New Traditions in Textiles  Sponsored by ABM / INNOVA
3rd Place  #803 - Golden Feathers by Katherine Collins
2nd Place  #806 - January Snowy Day by Kelly Freeman
1st Place  #809 – You’re Kidding ME! by Annelize Littlefair

It’s Better in Leather Challenge  Sponsored by Gypsy Wood Leathers
Best Use of Leather - #1508 – Nadine by Shirley Guier
Best of Challenge - #1510 – Oh Coquette, Ruffling some Feathers? by Annelize Littlefair

Wallhanging Large  Sponsored by Nolting Manufacturing
HM  #1004 - Welkom Nederland by Tere D’Amato
3rd Place  #1017 – Spring Thing by Claudia Scheja
2nd Place  #1023 – Family Heritage by Kathryn Zimmerman quilted by Gina Boone
1st Place  #1002 – Midnight Garden by Phyllis Bouchard

Machine Quilting the Modern Way  Sponsored by Handi Quilter
HM  #714 – Solar Flare by Katherine Jones
3rd Place  #705 – Modern Movement by Rachelle Denny
2nd Place  #723 – Mesmerizing by Jodi Robinson
1st Place  #711 – Birds in Flight by Dorie Hruska

Custom Our Daily Bed  Sponsored by Bernina of America & TNT Quilt Boards
HM  #318 – Amish with a Twist III by Cheryl Tassinari quilted by Kyra Reps
3rd Place  #319 – Braided Triple Irish Chain by Claire Watts
2nd Place  #321 – Celestial Garden by Nick Williams pieced by Sharon Clark
1st Place  #308 – Don’t Eat the Red Berries by Katherine Jones

Wallhanging Small  Sponsored by Superior Threads
3rd Place  #1208 – Call of the Siren by Annelize Littlefair
2nd Place  #1202 – When I’m 64 by Diane Evans
1st Place  #1209 – Sisters / Best Friends by Sandra Mollon

Wholecloth  Sponsored by A-1 Quilting Machines
3rd Place  #1305 – Nostalgia by Annelize Littlefair
2nd Place  #1304 – Ruler Play by Inger Blood
1st Place  #1309 – Persistent Peach by Margaret Solomon Gunn

Wallhanging Pictorial  Sponsored by Jackie’s Woolens, MeadowLyon Designs, Nashua Sew & Vac
HM  #1107 – Sunset at Mojave Point by Catherine Geier
3rd Place  #1103 – My Hoppy Place by Teri Cherne
2nd Place  #1110 – The Gault Family Band by Jan Hutchison
1st Place  #1105 – Ookpik by Colette Dumont
**Custom Heirloom Show**  *Sponsored by Gammill Quilting Systems*

3rd Place  #207 – Spangled by Gail Stepanek *quilted by Jan Hutchison*

2nd Place  #206 – The Value of Violet by Margaret Solomon Gunn

1st Place  #204 – Summer Christmas by Gina Perkes-Tidwell *pieced/applique by Mariya Waters*

**Solo Artist**  *Sponsored by Husqvarna, Viking, Pfaff*

3rd Place  #206 – The Value of Violet by Margaret Solomon Gunn

2nd Place  #204 – Summer Christmas by Gina Perkes-Tidwell *pieced/applique by Mariya Waters*

1st Place  #206 – The Value of Violet by Margaret Solomon Gunn

**Judge’s Choice**  *Sponsored by A-1 Quilting Machines*

Allison Rainboth  #720 – Living Coral / Dying Coral by Mary Menzer

Karen Blocher  #1106 – Hank 2 by Kerry Foster

Scott Murkin  #1007 – Viva Mexico! by Tami Graeber

**Photographer’s Choice**  *Sponsored by Jeffrey Lomicka*

MQX Photo Flash Drive – #1113 – Artistic License by Kathy McNeil

**Best Scrap Quilt**  *Sponsored by Bits ‘N Pieces Quilt Shop*

#403 - Pineapple Passion Flower by Jan Hedges *quilted by Susan Smith*

**Best Appliqué**  *Sponsored by Red Barn Sewing & Yarn Center*

#204 – Summer Christmas by Gina Perkes-Tidwell *pieced/applique by Mariya Waters*

**Surface Design Award**  *Sponsored by PRO Chemical & Dye*

#205 – Boteh Symphony by Claudia Pfeil

**Embroidery at its Best**  *Sponsored by King’s Treasures*

#506 - Bird Dance by Akiko Kunst

**Best Use of Thread**  *Sponsored by Aurifil Thread and Follow That Thread*

#1105 – Ookpik by Colette Dumont

**Best Machine Quilting - Sit Down**  *Sponsored by Bittersweet & Janome*

#1107 – Sunset at Mojave Point by Catherine Geier

**Best Machine Quilting - Stand Up**  *Sponsored by ABM / INNOVA*

#204 – Summer Christmas by Gina Perkes-Tidwell *pieced/applique by Mariya Waters*

**Best of Show**  *Sponsored by Gammill Quilting Systems*

#721 – Carnival by Beth Nufer *quilted by Clem Buzick*

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*Bill Schilke* just because we wanted to

#1117 – Maine Coast by Lynne Rainen
**Founder’s Awards**
Janet-Lee Santeusanio – #1104 Back to the Moon by Ben Darby
Mary Schilke – #113 Ohio Snowball by Christine Perrigo

**Viewer’s Choice Quilt** sponsored by ABM/INNOVA
#1010 – Morning Glory by Pam Machamer pieced by Arlene Parkhurst

**Viewer’s Choice – It’s Better in Leather Challenge** Sponsored by Gypsy Wood Leathers
#1502 – Home by Marie Anderson

**Faculty Awards**
Carolina Asmussen - #707 – Szarusia’s Universe by Romana Frys
Esterita Austin - #904 – More is More by Ree Fagan
Kathie Beltz - #726 – Atomic Fizz by Jennifer Strauser
Eva Birch - #716 – Giraffes in a Row by Cindi Lambert quilted by Julia (Quiltoff) Larina
Lisa Calle - #730 – Bandana Flamingos with Seminole Border by Elizabeth Witchel
Gyleen Fitzgerald – Basket of Beauties by Karen Kendo pieced by Donna Davis Howe
Linda Gosselin - #301 – Reminisce by Andrea Ashwell
Jane Hauprich - #1403 – Northern Lights dyed by Mari Jameson quilted by Kate Stewart
Dorie Hruska - #1018 – Windblown by Aime Spinello quilted by Pam McIntyre
DeLoa Jones - #905 – A Hedge for Hannah by Linda Gibbons
Janice Kagenski - #1307 – Circle Doodles by Rose Orr
Marjan Kluepfel - #1011 – Enso by Kathy McNeil
Cindy Lohbeck - #1411 – We’re Having a Meltdown by Cindy Zoller quilted by Janet-Lee Santeusanio
Karen Marchetti - #706 – Big ASS(terisk) Quilt by Rebecca Everett
RaNae Merrill – #725 – Turning, Turning by Ellen Simmons quilted by Jane Hauprich
Bethanne Nemesh - #316 Thrift Store Treasure by Michelle Plourde
Gina Perkes-Tidwell – #1514 – Deep in the Heart by Laura Winckel
Heidi Proffetty - #812 – Peculiar Posies by Suzy Webster
Julia (Quiltoff) Larina - #106 – Dream Big but Different by Tommy Harris
Jodi Robinson - #719 – Cyberpunk Chaos by Nicole Maroon
Karen Sievert - #907 – Serendipity by Kyra Reps
Margaret Solomon Gunn - #1206 – Picatso: The Artist at Play by Nikki Hill
Timna Tarr - #1207 – Eye Contact by Robyn Gragg
Lynne Tyler - #1014 – Scrapology by Claudia Pfeil
Sarah Vedeler - #908 – Attracting the Pollinators by Marianne Stanton
Candace West – 1109 – Bobbin the Bold by Nikki Hill